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#art&technology: Making space for dialogue between art and science

culture360.ASEF.org features the artists’ collective ruangrupa, from Jakarta. In this article, Katerina
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Interview with Farid Rakun from ruangrupa | Indonesia

As part of the media partnership between culture360.ASEF.org and The Art X Company, we
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#peripheries: Allenheads: on the edge of the Milky Way | United Kingdom

culture360.ASEF.org is featuring a series of articles on the topic of #peripheries. The #peripheries
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#art&technology: The Metalliferous Hills Jug Band from Southern Tuscany

What do rock music and science have in common? According to Andrea Giacomelli and its band
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International Creative Industries Forum ART-WERK in Moscow | Key takeaways

On November 22–23, the International Creative Industries Forum ART-WERK was held in
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#peripheries: Building Bridges One Film at A Time | Italy
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#peripheries: Culture-led urban regeneration in Sicily: The story of Farm Cultural Park and Favara | Italy

Over the last 5 to 10 years there has been an increase in the number of projects and exhibitions
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#peripheries: Turning Tides: cultural strategy at a distance | United Kingdom

With a warming climate and the rise of sea levels, coastal spaces are a visual marker of our changing
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#peripheries: Reinventing Industrial Heritage as Artistic Spaces in Transylvania | Romania

Under the surface: Art interventions in coastal spaces

With a warming climate and the rise of sea levels, coastal spaces are a visual marker of our changing
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A growing concern of art and sustainability in Spain

Over the last 5 to 10 years there has been an increase in the number of projects and exhibitions
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#peripheries: Tremors of Unease, Spurs of Shifts | Latvia
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